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Local TRAIN SHOW Schedule
6/03/18 - 10/18/18
Submitted by Hank Worrell

From the Editor
by Michael McConnell

In case you didn’t notice, the front
page of the Waybill has been changed
a little. There are a couple of reasons:
First; When we decided to update the
club’s presence on the web, our new
domain came with an email system
that allows us to create email
addresses for the club. This will
allow members to contact the officers
while not posting their personal
contact information in the Waybill.
With the new email addresses, I
couldn’t get everything to fit across
the page like in the past, so I shuffled
things a bit. An upside to this... my
“From the Editor” drivel was moved
off the front page!
Second; The Waybill has used the
same masthead for the last 20 years,
and across two Editors! It was about
time for a face lift anyway, what
better reason to redo things. I hope
the change goes over well.
Speaking of our new website, you will
notice that at the moment all we have
up is a landing page, something to
keep the lights on while work is done
in the background. The old website
has become stale, and technology has
advanced quite a bit. It will be easier
to start over than to revamp the old
website - which was designed to
accommodate the speed of dial-up
users. The new site will have a much
better presence - and if it’s done right,
will be usable across any device.
We will have space on the new website for members to post pictures and
descriptions of their layouts, prize
collections, or other train interests.
Gather up anything you’d like to post
on the website and forward it to me.

Sat. 10/13- Stratford, NJ
$ 5.00
Sun. 6/3- Hamburg, PA
$ 5.00
Yellin
School
10
am
to
3 pm
Field House “Maurer” 9 am to 1 pm
Sat. 6/9- Timonium, MD
$ 9.00 Mon. 10/15- York, PA
MD State Fairgrounds
9 am to 5 pm Reliance Fire Co.

FREE
Sun. 6/10- Timonium, MD
$ 8.00 Mon. 10/15- York, PA
Commonwealth
Fire
Co.
MD State Fairgrounds 10 am to 4 pm
2045 N. Sherman St.
9 am to 5 pm
Sun. 7/15- Brick, NJ
Brick Elks Lodge

$ 5.00
9 am to 2 pm Mon. 10/15- York, PA
Days Inn
Rt. 30 & Toronita St.
Thu.-Sat. 7/25-28 Boxborough, MA
NASG National Convention
NASG Members Only

Mon. 10/15- York, PA
Wyndham Hotel
Sat. 7/28- Glassboro, NJ
$ 3.00 2000 Loucks Rd.
St. Thomas Church 10 am to 3 pm
Tue. 10/16- York, PA
SJSG Table Top “S” Display
Reliance Fire Co.

FREE
5 pm to 9 pm
FREE
7 am to 4 pm
FREE
9 am to 5 pm

Sun. 7/29- Hamburg, PA
$ 5.00
FREE
Field House “Maurer” 9 am to 1 pm Tue. 10/16- York, PA
Commonwealth Fire Co.
9 am to 5 pm
Sat. 8/4- Oaks, PA
$ 10.00 2045 N. Sherman St.
Greenberg Train & Toy Show
Greater Phila Expo Ctr. 10 am to 4 pm

Tue. 10/16- York, PA
Days Inn
$ 9.00 Rt. 30 & Toronita St.

Sun. 8/5- Oaks, PA
Greenberg Train & Toy Show
Greater Phila Expo Ctr. 10 am to 4 pm

Tue. 10/16- York, PA
Wyndham Hotel
Sat. 8/11- Edison, NJ
$ 10.00 2000 Loucks Rd.
Greenberg’s Train and Toy Show
NJ Expo Center
10 am to 4 pm Wed. 10/17- York, PA
Reliance Fire Co.

FREE
8 pm to 8 pm
FREE
7 am to 4 pm
FREE
9 am to 5 pm

Sun. 8/12- Edison, NJ
$ 9.00
Wed. 10/17- York, PA
FREE
Greenberg’s Train and Toy Show
Commonwealth
Fire
Co.
NJ Expo Center
10 am to 4 pm
2045 N. Sherman St.
9 am to 5 pm
Sat. 9/8- Allentown, PA
$ 5.00
Wed. 10/17- York, PA
GLV Train Meet
Merchants Sq. Mall
10 am to 3 pm Days Inn
Rt. 30 & Toronita St.

FREE
8 pm to 4 pm

Sun. 9/23- Philadelphia, PA
$ 5.00
FREE
Atlantic Div. TCA
9 am to 12:30 pm Wed. 10/17- York, PA
Wyndham
Hotel
Sheet Metal Union Hall
2000 Loucks Rd.
7 am to 4 pm
Sun. 9/30- Toms River, NJ
$ 5.00
FREE
Elks Lodge #1817
9 am to 2 pm Thu. 10/18- York, PA
Reliance Fire Co. 8 to 1 pm / 5 to 9 pm
Sun. 10/7- New Hope, PA
$ 5.00
$ 12.00
Eagle Fire Hall
8:30 am to 1:30 pm Thu. 10/18- York, PA
Fairgrounds ( TCA ) 12 pm to 6:30 pm
Shows in bold = SJSG Layout Display
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FREE
9 am to 5 pm
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SJSG
Minutes
June 1, 2018

Stratford Senior Center

The South Jersey S Gaugers met at
the Stratford Senior Center. The
meeting was called to order by
President Hank Worrell at 6:00 pm.
Members Present (16)
John Bigley, Larry Diemunsch, Hal
Farlow, Ray Farrell, Bob Foster Sr.,
Frank Fusco, Jerry Mackey, Michael
McConnell, Dennis New, Jim Oliver,
Joe Rascone, Ron Schon, Joe
Sullivan, Pat Tentarelli, Rick Wark
and Hank Worrell.
Guests Present: None

Hospitality - None
Hank welcomed all members and
asked attending members if they
received and reviewed the May
meeting minutes. He requested a
motion for their approval and a
motion was made by Hal Farlow and
seconded by Larry Dieminsch. The
motion was approved with all present
voting in favor.

Treasurer

Jim Oliver presented the treasurers
report and noted all current bills are
paid. A motion to approve the report
was made by Ron Schon and
seconded by Rick Wark. All in
attendance voted to approve.

Committee Reports

Old Business

Hank Worrell announced that Ken
Palmer will be stepping down as
layout committee chairman after
holding the position for 5 years. Ken
plans to remain an active participant
of our layout display and work
committee’s. Frank Fusco has
accepted the chairmanship position
and will be coordinating efforts in
presenting and maintaining the layout.

Hank is making plans for the club’s
trip to the 2018 NASG convention. If
anyone wants to join in the fun, please
see Hank for information on the trip.
Note, that you must be a member of the
NASG to attend the convention, and
Hank mentioned a six month membership plan is available from the NASG,
in addition to the regular registration
costs.

On a similar topic, Ron Schon has
announced he will be taking on Hank
Worrell’s duties of layout event
coordinator. Ron will be scheduling
and coordinating our efforts to display
our layout at public venues. See Ron
if you are interested in signing up to
help at any event.

Please submit any hobby-related
articles or photos for the Waybill to
Michael McConnell at:
editor@southjerseysgaugers.org.

Trips

Hank noted it’s been some time since
we’ve visited Joe Jones at the shore.
Joe lives in Clermont, NJ and is the
owner of the ‘Flyertown Museum’.
Hank asked for a show of hands of
those who would be interested in a
trip to see Joe and his layout. There
was plenty of interest. Hank will
work out the details and set a date.

Play Trains

Hal Farlow is available any Monday
night after 6:30p for an operating
session. Give Hal a call and bring
something to run!

Clinics

Jul 13 - Frank Fusco offered to
present his favorite tips and how-to’s
that he’s learned over the years.
Aug 3 - Michael McConnell will be
presenting tips to make the most of
the Internet for model railroading.
Hank asked for members to volunteer
to host a clinic in the upcoming
months. Contact Hank Worrell at
president@southjerseysgaugers.org if
you or someone you know is
interested.
Waybill
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New Business

The club has decided to invest in
building a new website for the club.
Ken Palmer & Michael McConnell
teamed up to acquire a domain name
and hosting space for the site. Michael
suggested setting a budget for this
purpose. Ron Schon made a motion to
establish a budget and it was seconded
by Frank Fusco. After a short
discussion, the club voted to create a
budget. Work on the new website will
begin immediately.

Other

There was a discussion about the
progress of the club project. Details
will be announced soon.

Adjourn

A motion was made to adjourn by Ron
Schon – and it was seconded by Joe
Sullivan. The meeting was closed by
Hank at 8:30pm.
Respectfully submitted,

Michael McConnell
Secretary
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SJSG
Minutes

July 13, 2018
Stratford Senior Center

The South Jersey S Gaugers gathered
at the Stratford Senior Center. The
meeting was called to order by
President Hank Worrell at 7:30pm.

Members Present: 15

Ed Claypoole, Hal Farlow, Ray
Farrow, Frank Fusco, Jerry Mackey,
Bill Mars, Michael McConnell, Mike
Millar, Dennis New, Jim Oliver, Ron
Schon, Joe Sullivan, Pat Tentarelli,
Rick Wark, and Hank Worrell.
Guests Present: None

Minutes

Hank asked if attending members had
received and reviewed the June
meeting minutes and he requested a
motion for their approval. A motion
was made by Ron Schon and
seconded by Rick Wark. The motion
was approved with all present voting
in favor.

Treasurer

Jim Oliver read off the club balance,
payments and income. Hank handed
out a 2018 budget sheet compiled by
John Bigley. A motion to approve
the reports was made by Hal Farlow,
and seconded by Mike Millar.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Layout Committee

Frank Fusco gave a report on the
work session on June 24th to address
4

some of the layout issues, and add
lighting enhancements to the city
lower level.

requested. Please contact Jim Oliver
if you are going to participate in the
fund drive.

History

Please send any materials for the
Waybill to Michael at:
(editor@southjerseysgaugers.org).

Trips

NEW BUSINESS

Ed Claypoole did not have a report
for this month, he will be working on
another article for the Waybill.
Hank Worrell talked with Joe Jones
about a club excursion to see Joe’s
Flyertown display. Two possible
dates were discussed, Sat Aug. 25th
and Sun August 26th, both days would
start at 11:000am. After a show of
hands, members were evenly split
between the two days. Hank will
contact Joe to see which day Joe is
leaning toward. Stay tuned!

Ron Schon brought up that the club
typically donates the monies collected
in the ‘tip jar’ at our Church displays
to the Church. With an eye on our
project fund, Ron suggested the club
retain those funds for at least the next
year. After discussion, Rick Wark
made a motion to accept the suggestion, and it was seconded by Mike
Millar. The majority voted in favor.

Play Trains

Hank asked for a show of hands of who
would be attending the Glassboro
Table-top display on July 28. Several
members indicated they would bring
equipment to run.

Clinics

Ron Schon reminded everyone of the
layout display sign up sheets for the
next several events and encouraged
members to sign up to help at an event.

Hal Farlow is available any Monday
night after 6:30p for an operating
session. Give Hal a call and bring
something to run!
Aug 3 - Michael McConnell will be
presenting tips to make the most of
the Internet for model railroading.
Sept 7 - Dennis New will present his
clinic on the proper use of multimeters, and he’s throwing in a free
lesson on using LEDs on your layout..
Oct 5 - Ron Schon will demonstrate
the art of painting rolling stock.

OLD BUSINESS

Michael McConnell reported the
acquisition of a domain name and
hosting service for our new website is
now complete. Planning for the new
website is underway.
Our 30th anniversary project has
reached a milestone and is nearing the
deadline for procuring funds to
complete the project. Volunteer
efforts to raise funds from the members by prepaying their membership
dues for the next two years is now
Waybill
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Member Changes
Please report changes in address,
phone # or email address to Hank at:
president@southjerseysgaugers.org

Adjourn

A motion was made to adjourn by Joe
Sullivan – and it was seconded by Ed
Claypoole. The meeting was closed
by Hank at 8:30pm.
Respectfully submitted,

Michael McConnell
Secretary

June Clinic presented
by Hank Worrell

July Clinic presented
by Frank Fusco

Hank Worrell hosted this months clinic and demonstrated
how he repairs AF smoke units. Hank custom winds his
smoke wicks in order to generate lots of smoke from the
engine. The windings differ if the engine has a can motor
repair, or it still has a stock motor.

Frank Fusco presented a wide range of subjects as he
demonstrated his collections of special tools, adhesives and
references on his workbench.

Hank Worrell shows a completed smoke repair assembly, a wick
with a Nichrome wire winding. Hank winds his own parts in
order to customize each for the engine he is repairing.

Each engine has a base current draw for a given speed, and
that determines how he winds the units. Original Flyer
units were factory wound with about 28 turns (about 35
ohms) up to 36 turns (about 50 ohms). Hank usually uses
13 turns (17 ohms for can motored locos) up to 20 turns
(25 ohms for slow to mid-speed running locos). ‘Can’
motored engines run faster at lower voltages, thus typical
windings generate less smoke in those engines.
The one downside is that you cannot run his smoke units
dry, or the windings
will burn up. But they
do smoke like fiends
when run properly!
Hank also uses
Permatex Formula 2
Gasket Sealant when
assembling the smoke
When the smoke assembly is custom units, which keeps the
wound, you can determine how much engines from leaking
smoke you get at what speed.
fluid all over.
Waybill

Frank Fusco (R) shows how his modified switch controller is
used to help repair AF turnouts.

Frank copies wiring diagrams for engines and accessories,
blows them up, and mounts them on cardboard to make
easy-to-read charts to help in repairs.
Frank uses a postage scale to help in adding proper weight
to his scale rolling stock, and he has a collection of special
tools that help adjust coupler heights. Frank also has a
nice collection of lubricants that are used for specific
purposes in AF engines.
Frank mentioned saving the plastic used for packaging. It’s
handy for disposable glue and paint containers, a cheap
way to keep things organized. Thanks Frank for the info!

August - September 2018
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Ed’s History Corner
The Red Caboose Motel
a Brief History by Ed Claypoole

Donald M. Denlinger, founder and
president of the Mill-Bridge Craft
Village (now Mill Bridge Village
Camp Resort), in Soudersburg, Pa.,
had just placed a half-hearted bid on
nineteen 25-ton N-5 cabooses being
sold as surplus from the Pennsylvania
Railroad in the summer of 1969. He
had been dared to do so by an old
school buddy he had run into during a
tour of Mill Bridge. Supposedly the
bid for the 19 cabooses amounted to
$100. Denlinger saw his cabooses for
the first time in January of 1970,
resting on a siding in Paradise, Pa.,
during a blizzard.
Before long, he received a phone call
from an official, asking him when he
planned to move the cabooses, since
there was a freight shipment due the
following day and the train would
need the very tracks his cabooses
were sitting on. Adding to the
immediate problem was the fact that a
blizzard was raging outside. What to
do with 475 tons of caboose in a
blizzard at a moments notice…..
Denlinger needed a siding long
enough to house the 19 cabooses. He
found one by probing 12 inches of
snow with a shovel, trying various
places where he was advised a siding
may exist. He finally found a siding
about a mile back from where the
cabooses where sitting.
Physically exhausted, Denlinger
called the Penn Central office at
Lancaster to engage an engine to pull
his cabooses to the siding he had
found. After dealing with much red
tape, he was advised that his cabooses
had made their way to the siding. The
down side that, in accordance with
interstate commerce rules, the
minimum billing was for 75 miles per
6

caboose, despite the distance of the
move being only a mile.

Denlinger’s plans they gave him a
substantial advance.

Donald Denlinger (left) poses in front of one of the original cabooses.
He had recalled seeing a caboose
being used as tourist center once.
Problem was, he had 19 of them!
Now what? Soon the idea of using
them as campers occurred to him.
However, before the initial steps
could be taken, he was advised by the
Penn Central that no privately owned
cars may sit on railroad property
without a formal lease. Again, the
waybill for a minimum of 75 miles
was enforced. Although he was
thoroughly frustrated by this time, his
faith in God gave him the strength to
persevere
He headed to one of the major banks
in Lancaster, seeking a miracle. In his
coat pocket was a little Marx train
caboose from a tinplate railroad set he
owned as a boy. Sitting before a bank
executive, he placed the toy caboose
on the desk and explained he had
purchased 19 of these and would like
$185,000 to renovate them. The
banker, somewhat astonished, asked if
they were HO or standard gauge.
Denlinger quickly pointed out that he
was talking about the real thing, the
25-ton kind. Another financier joined
them, then another. Ultimately, the
bankers were so impressed by
Waybill
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Denlinger was able to find farm land
along the Strasburg Steam Railroad
for his caboose motel and it was
purchased on a five year installment
basis. The former owners of the land
also agreed to manage the proposed
motel during its first year of
operation. Denlinger contacted
Amherst Industries, Inc., train
builders, whose representative agreed
to receive the cabooses on their tracks
and perform exterior renovations as
time permitted. However, the tracks in
question belonged not to the Penn
Central, but the Reading Railroad,
which levied another hauling charge.
Now there was the matter of laying
about 1,000 feet of track in the dead
of winter, as well as installing sewer
lines and underground electric and
water lines. Each project had to be
done under severe winter conditions.
The grueling nature of the work left
Denlinger wondering if it was all
worth it. He purchased three
12,000-gallon railroad tank cars, of
which two would be used as septic
tanks and one for a fresh water
reservoir. In order for the tank to be
used for fresh water, the inside of the
tank had to be sandblasted, vacuumed

and sprayed with nu-pon before the
Pennsylvania Department of Health
would pass it safe for potted water. As
it happened, two severe accidents
occurred during these processes and
the tank cars were scrapped.
Back on the motel site, Denlinger
ordered special tracks for the
cabooses laid perpendicular to the
track of the Strasburg Steam Railroad.
To avoid having to invest in a very
expensive switch, workmen were
allowed to bend about 200 feet of
Strasburg track into the field to join
the spur where the cabooses were
sitting. A P-70 passenger car, targeted
for use as a dining car, was purchased
amid much red tape. The car was
routed to Columbia, where it would
rendezvous with the cabooses for their
trip to Paradise, Pa, for pickup by the
Strasburg Steamer and a final trip to
their own siding. However, many
complications arose due to the
involvement of two different railroad
companies and their respective
unions. A lot of additional expenditures were incurred as well.
On February 27, 1970, after the
cabooses and the P-70 had arrived in
Paradise, the Strasburg Steamer #31
began hauling them to their final
destinations. The first group of
cabooses was soon in place.The P-70,
however, could not negotiate the
curve and came off the tracks. A track
crew was dispatched to Philadelphea
to secure the equipment necessary to
get the car back on track. By time they
arrived back at the sight of the crash,
it was getting dark and the chill factor
had sunk to -5 degrees. The P-70
jumped the tracks a second time,
again unable to negotiate the curves.
Because the locomotive could not get
past the disabled coach car, it was in
danger of running too low on water
and having the boiler blow up. It
became necessary to have 500 gallons
of water delivered from the Bird-inHand Fire Company. The P-70 was

sitting on part of the main line and it
became necessary to drag it off far
enough to let the engine return to its
station. By 2:30 AM, the last of the
exhausted workmen had left the site

The local press had been reporting on
all the mishaps and problems
associated with the Red Caboose and
the rush to open in time. Public
interest was peaked, for sure. In the
first five hours of the grand opening,
about 4,500 people toured the
cabooses, and the result was a happy
ending of the story, despite the
massive traffic jams and parking
problems.

Once all the cabooses and the dining
car were in place, the next phase was
the interior work. Needless to say, this
did not go without its fair share of
glitches. Mechanical and construction
snafus arose constantly. Interior
When the Red Caboose opened in
construction for the bunk beds and
1970, all the cabooses were red and
showers was nagged by unexpected
gotchas, such as hidden valves and air each had a logo from a different
railroad. If you go there today, you
tanks. Drilling into the floor of the
will see that is not the case. All the
cabooses led to the discovery that
cars are painted in various railroad
each one had a three-inch concrete
schemes, and you are sure to find your
base put there for stability. Showers
that were to be installed could only be railroad of choice represented.
put into the
cabooses
after 36 by
36-inch holes
were drilled
into the side
of each one,
since the
22-inch doors
were too
narrow to
pass the units
through. And
so on. There
was the
problem of
finding
potbelly
stoves for
The Red Caboose as it looks now, each caboose in full railroad scheme.
each
Finally, the P70 became the main
caboose. These were finally located
attraction, as it was converted into a
in North Carolina.
dining car, complete with all the
Opening day was set for Mothers Day, plush Victorian interior trimmings,
such as brass Pullman lanterns, red
1970. Some reservations had been
velvet curtains enriched with gold
accepted for opening day, but the day
before the grand opening, bad weather tassels and seats of old Bentwood ice
cream parlor chairs. It was quite the
made it impossible to move the
old railroad experience that my family
bedding and furniture into the units.
and I were lucky enough to experiSome arrivals had to wait in their cars
ence several times when my daughters
while the beds were made and
were younger.
curtains hung in their reserved
caboose!
Waybill
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From the Internet
by Michael McConnell

Layout Repairs for the 2018 Convention

First up is a vintage video from 1929
showing the B&M T1-class 2-8-4
Berkshires in action.
https://youtu.be/LfevrCvX7l4
Daryl Huffman, a narrow-gauge
modeler, taped two live clinics at the
2005 Sn3 Symposium. Daryl has
released the video’s to the public.
Up first is a clinic on weathering by
Brian Nolan and the tools he uses.
https://youtu.be/JCecjqIt1-I
The second video is Dave Revelia’s
clinic on Figure Painting.
https://youtu.be/U2ywrcKa-Nc
Get your hands dirty with this
instructional video from the Model
Railroad Academy on kit-bashing
structures. Although the video is
about HO, it has good information
usable in any scale.
https://youtu.be/wZ3JP5oBr-Q
Following the construction theme,
here are some tips on making glueing
clamps for modeling projects.
https://youtu.be/hcmlB76oYXU
One of club member John Aaron’s
clinics was about paying attention to
details when modeling. He showed us
little things like license plates on your
vehicles added detail to your layout.
This web site has examples of 19301950 license plates from across the
US. Print them out to 1:64 size and
just glue them on!
http://www.worldlicenseplates.com/us
a/US_USAX.html
And last, a YouTube clip by Bill
Fagan who compiled personal videos
of layouts that no longer exist:
https://youtu.be/zba-qCCqU00

The Club Trio, Moe, Larry and Curly - oops, wrong trio... Hank, Frank and Ken, define
the goals of the work session to make updates and minor repairs to the layout before our
trip to the NASG Convention next month.
Photo by Michael McConnell

Geoffrey McDade did some fancy
talking to his boss, Joe, and got the
use of a maintenance garage bay at his
place of work. We had plenty of
space to set up the layout on a hot
humid Sunday in late June. Joe even
lent a hand in handling the layout
sections and providing special tools to
do our work. Hank Worrell, Frank
Fusco, Michael McConnell and Ken
Palmer joined Geoffrey to make

Michael worked at prying the cranky
AF barrel loader loose. Passing on
options to use a pry-bar and saws-all,
the team settled on the
judicious use of a utility knife
to cut through the scenery
cement. Once free, a good
cleaning and lube of the
gearbox and arms made the
loader run like new again.
After replacing the accessory,
you can’t even see it was ever
removed!

The layout is all ready to go.
Please consider joining us in
Frank and Ken team up to make minor repairs to parts, presenting our layout at the
people and scenery details that often come loose
NASG convention.
during normal handling of the layout.

8

needed repairs and updates in
preparation for the trip to the NASG
convention in July. Hank and Ken
installed new lighting in the underground station to help visitors view
the scenery and trains in the often
dark area of the layout.

Waybill
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SJSG at the 2018 NASG Convention in Massachusetts
non-train activities for their spouses.
All were run smoothly. I was
impressed at the amount of effort that
had to be applied to make everything
work as well as it did.
I found the hotel was comfortable,
and usually quiet (at least from my
room at the far end of the hotel). Of
course, all of the convention events
happened at the opposite end of the
hotel - seemingly about 4 miles away.

SJSG club members attending the 2018 NASG convention. (L-R) Michael McConnell,
Ken Palmer, Geoffrey McDade, Hank Worrell, Frank Fusco.
Photo by Bob Bubeck

3:00AM came really early on July 25th
when an alarm announced the start of
a 4-day trip to Boxborough Mass for
the 2018 NASG Convention. SJSG
club members Hank Worrell, Frank
Fusco, Ken Palmer, Geoffrey McDade
and Michael McConnell, joined in a
caravan of vehicles and trailer for the
5-hour journey northward.
When we arrived, unloading the
trailer was the first order of business.
We found the spot designated for our
layout - and we had trains running in a
few hours. The layout performed
fabulously during the convention, the
only issue we experienced was with a
cold solder joint in the point-to-point
track that caused the RDP car to stall
at one switch. Hank effected repairs
with the judicious application of a
soldering iron, and no other problems
were experienced during operation.

That evening, we all piled into Geff’s
truck and took a trip into town to a
nice seafood restaurant. The food was
quite good. Later that evening, we
joined many others in the celebration
of the host club’s 70th anniversary.
There was plenty of cake and
appetizers, and an auction of a variety
of items and gift certificates. It was a
great ending to round
out our first day.

I am unable to report on any of the
clinics due to spending most of my
time working the layout. But perhaps
that was as good as I got to talk to a
lot of the vendors and convention
goers that stopped to admire our
layout. I heard many complementary
comments about the layout, most on
the topic of the quality of the scenery
and it’s smooth operation. A few of
our younger visitors were quite happy
to watch the operation of the various
accessories - and to help operate the
mail-bag pickup.
The second day started plenty early,
with a 6:30a boarding of 4 excursion
buses that took us on a 2-hour ride to
the Green Mountain RR for a 4-hour
train ride from Bellows Falls (the old
Steamtown site) to Ludlow, VT.

I must mention that the
Bristol S-Gaugers
presented an extremely
well organized convention. There were
plenty of events and
activities that kept
everyone busy. There
were many scheduled
clinics for train
Michael McConnell and Ken Palmer join others on the rear
afficionados, and
observation platform during a run-by.
Photo by Bill Lane
plenty of alternate
Waybill
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It did rain a bit
during the trip, but
that only impacted
one train run-by,
and was only a
minor inconvenience. The trip
was balanced with
periods of bright
light as well. The
entire day was
pleasant and
relaxing, with lots
of fresh air.

Enjoying a relaxing ride, (L-R) Sharon and Geoffrey McDade,
Hank Worrell, Bob Bubeck (of the Southeastern S-Gaugers), and
Ken Palmer. Box lunches were served part way through the trip. We completed the

members at the convention, we had to
have at least two present to safely run
the layout - one inside to run things,
and one outside to help answer
questions and run the accessories.
Geoffrey also had success getting his
Lionel Big Boy to run on our layout and I think we rolled the wheels off of
it. It was impressive to see it run on
the layout. Everyone had a chance to
run their favorite piece of equipment
during the day.
I attended a layout tour that evening
that used two buses, a total of 60
folks, on a 3-layout tour. (hmmm,
sounds a little like the Gilligans Island
story...) Each bus started at opposite

trip back to the
hotel in time to grab dinner, then
operate the
layout in the
vendor hall for
two hours. We
had a lot of
folks stop by to
watch us run
trains for our
maiden operating session.
Everything ran
very well, and
we had no
major collisions. Ya’ll
would have
One of the train run-by’s had almost all the passengers lined up to take
been proud of pictures of the re-branded Rutland RR RS1
us!
ends of the tour and it was interesting
The third day of
to see a full-size tour bus trying to
the trip involved
maneuver in back streets and cul-dea full day of
sacs. We did get some strange looks
operating the
from passer-by’s.
layout from 9:00a
to 5:00p. A lot of All of the layouts on tour were very
the clinics took
well done, and interesting to see.
place during that
Getting back after 11:00p, however,
time, and a few
did take some of the starch out of my
members did
shorts. I slept pretty soundly that
have a chance to
night.
sneak off and sit
through a clinic.
On Saturday, the fourth day, we
However,
with
operated the layout for about 4 hours,
Geoffrey’s Lionel Big Boy made an impression on the visitors, as it
smoked like a fiend. The sounds were impressive to hear as well.
only five
then tore down the layout and packed
I think I wore out my camera taking
pictures, as it was a very scenic trip.
The tracks ran along the bank of the
Connecticut river and through several
deep rock gorges, lots of bridges, and
through a few towns. At the far end
of our ride, the train stopped on a
trestle above the end of a town where
the view was quite unique. The trip
also included two train run-by photoops for us photo nuts. The train
would stop near a scenic spot, everyone piled out of the train, and it then
backed up the track and around a
curve. The train came roaring back
down the tracks with horns blowing
for everyone to take pictures. Fortunately, the train did back up and pick
us up again...

10
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It was almost
11:00p when we
headed off to
rest up for the
trip home on
Sunday. After a
late (8:00A!)
breakfast, we
piled our
clothes, trains,
and winnings
into the vehicles
for the uneventful 5- hour
The Bristol club held a party to celebrate their 70th anniversary.
ride home.
You’d think I was gone for 4 weeks
everything up in preparation for our
instead of 4 days with all of the boxes
trip home on Sunday. Amazingly, we
I crammed into Hanks car...
got everything back in the trailer with
no leftover parts. I guess we packed it Fortunately, we got the trunk and
doors closed and no one had to ride on
right! Everyone took a couple hours
the roof going home. All-in-all, I give
rest, and we headed down for the big
banquet and awards ceremony. Jamie the whole experience 5 stars. The
Bristol club did a great job putting on
Bothwell ran the auction after the
awards as he has done for the last few the convention, the vendors had a lot
of interesting product on display, and
conventions - and he did not disappoint the attendees. He has a knack the trips were well organized
for keeping things entertaining. I was
I thoroughly enjoyed myself on this
surprised at the number of brand-new
trip. I’m actually thinking about
brass engines up for auction, most
attending the 2019 NASG convention
went for a fairly good price (for
in Cincinnati, OH next July and
brass!) None of us spent ourselves
into the poor-house at the auction, but August. Give it a thought, I’m sure
you will enjoy it too!
we did pick up a few nice items

Sharon and Geoffrey McDade kick back
and enjoy the ride through the country on
the Green Mountain Railroad, the main
excursion at the convention.
H.Worrell

Don Heimburger, publisher of the SGaugian magazine, stopped by to take
pictures for a future article on our layout.
Photo by Hank Worrell

(L-R) Michael, Geoffrey, and Frank put
the final touches on the layout before the
doors were opened. Photo by H.Worrell

The Banquet, Awards, and Auction rounded out our stay at the convention. (L-R) Ken
Palmer, Michael McConnell, Geoffrey and Sharon McDade, Frank Fusco, Bob Bubeck
and Hank Worrell all enjoyed the event.
Photo by Bill Lane
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Ken Palmer had to sit our young visitor on
his knee so he could operate the mail car
accessory.
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Tabletop Display at
Glassboro
(Photo’s by Hal Farlow and Ron Schon.)

Ron Schon headed up the team that
presented our table-top display at the
Glassboro Show on Sat, July 28th. In
attendance were: Hal Farlow, Joe
Rascone, Ron Schon, Joe Sullivan,
Bob Foster, Jim Oliver, Pat Tentarelli,
Jerry Mackey and Ed Claypoole.
Our latest upgrade to the layout was an attraction to the passer by’s. The lights in the
underground station really lit up the scenery and enhanced the city scene.

Ron reported everyone had a great
time and enjoyed interacting with the
visitors.

(L-R) Jim Oliver, Bob Foster Sr.

The vendor area had plenty of things to peruse. Some of the more well-known vendors
were Doug Peck of Port Line Hobbies and Don Heimburger form Scenery Unlimited.

(L-R) Pat Tentarelli and Joe Sullivan.

Joe Rascone during setup.

One of the convention highlights was a 1/64 scratch-built circus set by W.A. Boucher.
The craftsmanship was exemplary!
12
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(L-R) Jerry Mackey, Jim Oliver

Don’t Sell Short Trains
Short
by John Aaron

In my years of visiting model railroads, of all scales, I have noted that
the average hobbyist has a propensity
towards running long trains. Usually
this looks unnatural unless the pike is
the size of a gymnasium. I’m just as
bad as the next modeler when it
comes to running trains that chase

their own tails, and at speeds that
exceed a scale hundred miles an hour.
However, at times when one wants
the layout to look realistic and scale
like, a short train is the better choice.
A locomotive in charge of a few cars
tooling along at a crawl, looks much
more realistic given the confines of
the average pike. Also, most ready to
run train sets consist of a loco and
three to five cars. This makes the
average non model railroader, who
has seen more train sets than prototype trains, accept short trains as
being more “correct.” When you
think about it, since more people
encounter branch lines rather than
main lines in their everyday life, most
real trains are also fairly short. The
average commuter train rarely
exceeds the length of a station platform. So, I say, run your cross
country fifteen car passenger trains
and drag freights in private and stick
to shorter trains when you have
visitors.
Much of my train riding and rail
fanning was done in the declining

days of steam and the era of first
generation of diesels. Trains were
fairly short by today’s standards. By
the seventies many yard switchers
were rebuilt for use in commuter and
branch line freight service. These
could often be found hauling short
trains. As cabooses were fazed out the
trains became one car shorter. As
passenger service declined, trains
dwindled to one or two coaches.
Before mail and R.E.A. service

or two units. Even today, the Atlantic
City Rail Line operated by New
Jersey Transit from Philadelphia to
Atlantic City is usually a single
locomotive and three coaches. People
wrongly call it the “gamblers express”
but in actuality, that train was
operated by Amtrak during the early
years of the casinos and was discontinued as unprofitable.
Two of my favorite short trains that I
run on my S scale pike are a commuter train consisting of a Baldwin
switcher and a single coach (displaying the proper end marker lights)
and an SW-9 and caboose in charge of
a flat car with a machinery load.

ceased, a typical train was a number
of mail and baggage cars with a lone
coach bringing up the markers. That
coach usually had few passengers and
often they were mostly rail fans like
myself! In our area, the line from
Camden to Woodbury via Westville
saw mostly mail trains with one
coach. Camden to Atlantic City often
saw only a coach and combine in the

Remember, if you model an era where
cabooses were required then even a
single car train gets one. In reality,
the entire train crew usually crowded
into the cab of the loco allowing the
caboose to bob along as a fixture to
hang the marker lights on. I
remember watching 0-6-0 steam
switchers with slope back tenders
working the yards around Camden.
The crews preferred to run backwards
as the view over the slope tender was
better. Because they were rostered as
road switchers, the mandated but
useless caboose was kept out of the

winter months. Camden to Mount
Holly via Haddonfield was usually
served by a gas electric motorized
coach known as a “doodlebug.” The
Reading Seashore Lines RDC rail
diesel coaches are now legendary and
most often these trains were only one

way coupled to the front pilot ahead
of the smoke box. I have included a
number of photos of the short trains
that ply my layout. Try running some
similar consists and see if you don’t
agree that short trains heighten the
realism of your pike.
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South Jersey S-Gaugers
Michael McConnell
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